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1 Introduction

1.1 Proposal history

This is a proposal to encode ‘Dives Akuru’ in Unicode. It supersedes the following documents:

• L2/09-191: Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Dhivehi Script in ISO/IEC 10646
• L2/10-213: Preliminary Proposal to Encode Dhives Akuru in ISO/IEC 10646
• L2/17-292: Proposal to encode Dives Akuru in Unicode
• L2/17-417R: Proposal to encode Dives Akuru in Unicode

It is a revision of L2/17-417R and contains the following changes:

• Renaming of𑤥 to - in preference of usage over palaeographic identity (§ 3.2)
• Renaming of𑤦 to to align the letter’s name with its semantic value
• Assignment of the non-initial conjunct glyph ◌ for -ya to𑤦
• Extension of to produce ‘semi-conjuncts’ of a consonant letter + vowel letter (§ 4.4)

This revision incorporates comments provided by the UTC Script Ad Hoc Committee in:

• L2/17-384: Recommendations to UTC #153 October 2017 on Script Proposals

This proposal has been reviewed by the following experts:

• Prof. Dr. Jost Gippert (Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main)
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1.2 Background

The ’Dives Akuru’ was used from the 9th–20th centuries for recording Dhivehi (ISO 639-3: div), an Insular
Indo-Aryan language, which is also known as ‘Maldivian’. It is known indigenously as dives akuru and
divehi akuru, both of which have the meaning of “islanders’ letters”. The script is written from left to right
and is alpha-syllabic in structure. It is descended from Brahmi through Grantha, and it is related most closely
to the medieval form of the Sinhala script (Fritz 2002: 6), and shares characteristics with the Tigalari (Tulu)
script (Geiger 1919: 151). A comparison of Dives Akuru and Sinhala is given in figures 75–76, and a
comparison with other scripts is shown in figure 78.

The earliest epigraphical record from Maldives is a coral stone block from the island of Landū that is dated
to the 6th–8th centuries. Its inscription, however, is in a form of Grantha. A distinctive Dives Akuru first
appears on two statues unearthed on Māle (see fig. 26–27). These statues (IC 009, IC 010) exhibit Vajrayana
Buddhist inscriptions and features, and have been dated to the 9th–10th centuries (Gippert 2014: 112). Very
few ancient Maldivian records have been preserved apart from these, as numerous objects were destroyed
deliberately during the conversion of Maldives from Buddhism to Islam in the 12th century.

As a result, a consistent palaeographical record for Dives Akuru begins in the 12th century. From this time
Dives Akuru was used as an official script by Maldivian rulers, starting with copper plate grants, known
as lōmāfānu, which were issued for the building and maintenance of mosques. The earliest records are the
Gāmu Lōmāfānu and Isdū Lōmāfānu, which were issued in 1194 during the reign of the king Gaganāditya.
This ruler issued another in 1195, which is known as theDam̆bidū Lōmāfānu (see fig. 28). A fourth plate, the
Kudahuvādu Lōmāfānu, is dated to 1237–8 and was produced during the reign of the queen Rāarādesvara.
The script began to evolve during the 14th century, as is apparent from the style used for the Boḍugalu
Miskit Lōmāfānu, issued during the reign of queen Rādaābarnna in 1357. A total of eight lōmāfānu have
been reported, although three are no longer preserved at present. They are identified by scholars using the
names of the islands upon which they were found, and are numbered as L1 through L8. Specimens of L3
and L6–L8 are given in fig. 28, 29–31.

By the 16th century, usage of lōmāfānu had given way to paper documents known as fatkoḷu. Some records
were inscribed on wooden boards and are known as filā fatkoḷu. These official decrees are in a form of Dives
Akuru that is more calligraphic and stylized than the type used on lōmāfānu. The earliest preserved paper
document is the Koḷufuśi Faṭkoḷu, issued during the time of Muhammad Bodu Takurufanu (1573–1585).
Several fatkoḷu were produced over the next two centuries, the latest being the Havoḍḍā Fatkoḷu from the
second half of the 18th century. Thirteen fatkoḷu have been made accessible for scholarly investigation; they
are identified as F1–F13 (see specimens of F1 and F6 in fig. 32 and 33).

The script was also used for writing dynastic chronicles, known as rādavaḷi, in the late 18th century. Of
the three extant chronicles, two are in the Thaana script and one is in Dives Akuru. Other records include
stone epitaphs from the 16th–18th century; wood engravings in the Hukuru Miskit and Galoḷu BauMiskit on
Māle; and inscribed pottery, such as a lacquer jar from Tuḷādū (see fig. 35). The first modern book written
in the script, a work by Bodufenvalhuge Sidi titled Divehi Akuru, was commissioned by the prime minister
Ibrahim Nasir and published by the government of Maldives in 1959 (see fig. 36–48).

When the early lōmāfānu were rediscovered by European colonial officials in the 19th century, it became
apparent that the script and language on these records differed from the prevailing forms of dives akuru and
the Dhivehi language. These plates were unintelligible to contemporary Maldivians. The British scholar
H. C. P. Bell coined the term ‘evēla akuru’, literally the “script of that time” in Dhivehi, for classifying the
older style (1919: 149). He used the term ‘dives akuru’, “islanders’ letters”’, for the contemporary style.
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Although they are neologisms, the terms are convenient for periodizing Maldivian palaeography: the style
used during the 12th–14th centuries is ‘evēla akuru’, and that used after the 14th century is ‘dives akuru’ or
‘divehi akuru’ proper.

Dives Akuru records exhibit linguistic and palaeographic diversity. The early lōmāfānu contain seals and
occasional intralinear text in a script of the Nagari family, which bears some similarity to Nandinagari. Later
plates contain Arabic text and script. Several fatkoḷu contain a significant amount of Arabic text.

Beginning in the early 18th century, another script began to appear alongside Dives Akuru. This new script,
known as tāna akuru, or ‘Tāna’ and ‘Thaana’, is a right to left script consisting originally of 18 letters (for
early scholarship on Thaana see Prinsep 1836: 794; Wilson 1841: 42). These 18 letters appear to be derived
from the digits 1–9 of both the Dives Akuru and Arabic scripts (Gippert 2013: 97). From the 1700s until
1870, both Dives Akuru and Thaana were used for official purposes (Naseema 1999: 29). But, by the turn
of the 19th century, Thaana had completely replaced Dives Akuru as the regular script for Dhivehi.

Despite the obsolescene of Dives Akuru by the 20th century, individual users and scholars continue to study
and use the script. The Royal Asiatic Society of Sri Lanka published translations of the Isdū Lōmāfānu
(Maniku and Wijayawardhana 1986) and Dam̆bidū Lōmāfānu. The National Centre for Linguistic and His-
torical Research (NCLHR) in Māle published Dhivehi Writing Systems (1999) by Naseema Mohamed. But,
native Maldivian scholarship on Dives Akuru has also declined. New information and studies of Dives
Akuru is made possible by the meticulous work on palaeography and epigraphy (see Gippert 2003, 2004,
2013, 2014), Dhivehi language and linguistics (see Fritz 2002), and translations of Maldivian texts (see
Romero-Frias 2003, 2012) performed by scholars outside of Maldives.

At present, Dives Akuru is not only extinct, but the very existence of it and its record is threatened. A few
months after I first began working on this encoding in 2009, the president of Maldives, Mohammed Nasheed,
held a cabinet meeting underwater in scuba gear in October to raise awareness of rising sea levels (Daily
Mail 2009). But, the ocean is not the only physical threat to the island nation. During the political turmoil
in February 2012 criminals burglarized the National Museum and vandalized thirty Buddhist artifacts, some
dating back to the 6th century (NewYork Times 2012). TheVajrayana statute IC 009mentioned at the outset of
this section was demolished (Gippert, personal communication, October 2017). It now exists only through
photographic records. While material objects cannot be replaced, it is hoped that this proposed Unicode
encoding for Dives Akuru may assist in preserving the palaeographical and linguistic heritage of Maldives
through digital technologies.

1.3 Overview of sources consulted

The proposed encoding for Dives Akuru is informed foremost by primary sources. Digitized images of these
materials were made available to the proposal author courtesy of Jost Gippert and the TITUS (Thesaurus
Indogermanischer Text- und Sprachmaterialien) Project. Secondary sources from the 19th century to the
present have been used to supplement the primary materials and to expand the repertoire with characters not
found in the historical documents. The following materials have been used and are referred to throughout
the proposal using the abbreviation in the ‘ ’ column.
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Statuary:

Designation Issuer Year
IC 009 — — 9th c.
IC 010 — — 9th c.

Copper-plate documents (lōmāfānu):

Designation Issuer Year
L1 Gāmu Lōmāfānu Gaganāditya 1194
L2 Isdū Lōmāfānu Gaganāditya 1194
L3 Dam̆bidū Lōmāfānu Gaganāditya 1195
L4 Kudahuvādu Lōmāfānu Rāarādesvara 1237
L5 Boḍugalu Miskit Lōmāfānu Rādaābarnna 1357
L6 Bell No. 1 unknown unknown
L7 Bell No. 2 unknown unknown
L8 Bell No. 3 unknown unknown

Paper and wood documents (fatkoḷu):

Designation Issuer Year
F1 Koḷufuśi Faṭkoḷu Muhammad Bodu Takurufanu 1573–1585
F2 Hasan Pāṭinā Faṭkoḷu unspecified 1627
F1058 ‘Fatkoḷu of A.H. 1058’ unspecified 1648
F3 Gan Faṭkoḷu Ibrahim Iskander I 1652
F4 Bā Miskit Faṭkoḷu Ibrahim Iskander I 1652
F5 Gāmu Faṭkoḷu Muhammad 1696
F6 Hannamidu Faṭkoḷu Muhammad Imaduddin 1711
F7 Isseri Faṭkoḷu Muzaffar Muhammad Imaduddin II 1711
F8 Kan̆ḍūdū Faṭkoḷu Ibrahim Iskander II 1721–50
F1153 ‘Fatkoḷu of A.H. 1153’ unspecified 1740
F9 Kuramati Faṭkoḷu Ibrahim Iskander II not given
F10 Kuḍahuvadū Faṭkoḷu Ibrahim Iskander II not given
F11 Diamingli Faṭkoḷu Ibrahim Iskander II 1751
F12 Tinadū Faṭkoḷu Ibrahim Iskander II late 18th c.
F13 Havoḍḍā Fatkoḷu unspecified late 18th c.

Other primary documents:

Author Title Year
HMK Hajji Muhammad Kalegafanu untitled 1927
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Secondary sources:

The following secondary sources have been interpreted as primary sources:

Author Title Year
G Wilhelm Geiger ‘Máldivian Linguistic Studies’ 1919
S Bodufenvalhuge Sidi Divehi Akuru 1959
N Naseema Mohamed Divehi Writing Systems 1999

2 Approach to the encoding

2.1 Scope

This proposal seeks to define a character encoding for Dives Akuru in The Unicode Standard and the as-
sociated Universal Coded Character Set (ISO/IEC 10646). It is a technical implementation for the script
that will support its usage and representation in software and digital content. It is not an orthographic or
typographic standard.

2.2 Script identifier

The identifier ‘Dives Akuru’ is a compound of dives “islander’s” + akuru “script”. The term dives is an older
attributive form of divehi, itself a compound of *divu-vesi < dipa-vāsi < Sanskrit dvipa-vāsin, and carries
the connotation of ‘Maldivian’. The term akuru is derived from akara < akhara < Sanskrit akṣara, and has
the meaning of ‘letter’ or ‘script’.

The name is spelled variously in English: ‘Divehi Akuru’, ‘Dives Akuru’, ‘Dhivehi Akuru’, ‘Dhives Akuru’.
The terms ‘Dhivehi’ and ‘Dhives’ are variant spellings of ‘Divehi’ and ‘Dives’, which are the result of an
idiosyncractic romanization scheme used in Maldives in the 1980s. In this system ‘dh’ is used for the dental
stop and ‘d’ for the retroflex stop; the ‘h’ does not indicate aspiration as in the conventional transliteration
of Brahmi-based scripts. Although an earlier proposal (L2/10-213) referred to the script as ‘Dhives Akuru’,
it has become clear since that time that ‘Dives Akuru’ and ‘Divehi Akuru’ are the spellings preferred in
both western and Maldivian scholarship (eg. Gippert 2013, 2014; Naseema 1999: 21, see fig. 61; Romero-
Frias 2003, see fig. 51–52). ‘Dives’ is an older attributive form that is no longer used today, but it was
grammatically valid when it was coined. ‘Dives Akuru’ has been selected as it is the well-known name for
the script in modern Maldives.

2.3 Unification

The ‘Dives Akuru’ block provides a unified encoding for evēla akuru and dives akuru. These two styles are
major developmental phases of a single script. While there are some differences in the repertoire, letterforms,
and orthography, they have the same basic structure and typology. A single Unicode encoding is practical
for representing both styles.
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2.4 Character repertoire

Dives Akuru has a nearly complete character repertoire that aligns with the basic Brahmi inventory. The
broadest repertoire occurs in evēla akuru records. Over time, the repertoire was gradually reduced by the
removal of letters that did not correspond to phonemes of the evolving Dhivehi language. The emergence of
the Thaana script also resulted in truncation of the repertoire.

Such linguistic changes resulted in the displacement of several letters of the base repertoire. The greatest
modification was the dropping of nearly the entire palatal series in dives akuru, which resulted from the
transformation of palatal sounds to dentals in Dhivehi. This was followed by the elimination of letters for
aspirated consonants, leaving only kha and dha. The unassigned aspirate letters were used as variants for
their unaspirated counterparts. Nasal letters were replaced by either the dental na, or in the case of clusters,
by a generic sign. The trend of assimilation occurred also with sibilants: the palatal śa and retroflex ṣa were
replaced with the dental sa. Another change was the reassignment of the letter ya as a secondary form of
independent a and as a vowel carrier.

Unfortunately, there is no varṇamālā, or traditional script inventory, in the palaeographical record or any
indigenous documentation that describes the changes to the script. The first charts of dives akuru were
compiled and published by European scholars in the 19th century, cf. Christopher (in Wilson 1841; see
fig. 72), Geiger (1919; see fig. 49–50, 73). While these charts provide a glimpse into the script at that
time, the provenance of the letterforms is unclear. In many cases the European inventories of dives akuru
were conducted from the perspective of Thaana, and the published repertoires focused on comparisons with
Thaana. These types of sources, therefore, do not provide a true sense of the original character inventory.

A legitimate and accurate character inventory can only be compiled by analyzing the letters and signs of the
extant records. Fortunately, such an effort has been made by Jost Gippert (2013), who diligently analyzed
each akṣara in the available lōmāfānu and fatkoḷu to present a complete inventory of signs. One of his
published charts is provided here in fig. 1–2.

Other sources show characters not used in the available textitlōmāfānu and fatkoḷu. One of these is the the
latest published work in Dives Akuru, Divehi Akuru by Sidi (1959). The style of writing and the letterforms
correspond to those in fatkoḷu. It shows a new letter for ya, which has also been identified on a personal
document of HajjiMuhammadKalegafanu, dated to 1927. However, it presents a curious case as it represents
a Thaana-oriented view of Dives Akuru. In addition to presenting a repertoire that aligns with Thaana, it
shows a new form of ṇa, based upon the corresponding Thaana letter, which is unattested in other sources.
Sidi’s work may be considered an attempt to inventorize what was known about the script in the 1950s. This
attempt, however, was conducted without direct reference to any of the lōmāfānu and fatkoḷu. Moreover,
the sources upon which Sidi based his work are not specified. Thus, despite its importance in preserving
Dives Akuru in the 20th century, its usage for understanding the evolution of the script and, in particular, the
character repertoire must be handled with some caution.

The proposed repertoire has been prepared after consulting the primary and secondary sources enumerated
in § 1.3. All distinctive characters attested in the available sources have been identified in terms of their
palaeographic value in accordance with the character-glyph model used for Brahmi-based scripts in the Uni-
code Standard. Variant forms are not encoded independently and are to be managed through the selection of
fonts. The proposed repertoire enables the complete representation of all extant text in Dives Akuru, both
evēla akuru and the proper dives akuru, and is a superset of all orthographic styles.
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2.5 Representative glyphs

In the absence of a standard for evēla akuru or dives akuru, the representative glyphs assigned to the pro-
posed characters are normalizations of letterforms used in lōmāfānu and fatkoḷu. There are several stylistic
differences in the scripts used in these two classes of sources, ranging from the shapes of letters and signs to
the degree of calligraphy.

In terms of letterforms, the major stylistic tendencies observed in the sources are: hooked vs looped initial
strokes, ie. 𑤤 and for ma; turned initial strokes, ie. 𑤩 and for va; open vs closed strokes, ie. 𑤌 and
for ka;𑤛 and for ta; lifted terminal strokes, ie.𑤘 and for ḍa. There are also variations in letterforms
between evēla akuru or dives akuru, ie.  and𑤂 for i;𑤄 and  for u;  and 𑤧 for ra. There also appear to
be idiosyncracies, eg. a ‘new’ form  of𑤚 ṇa borrowed from Thaana, but found in only one source; various
forms of za, indicating attempts to define a letter a foreign sound.

The glyphs used here aim to provide for the distinctive representation and to depict the identity of each
Dives Akuru character. The glyphs are not intended to be typographically aesthetic. The display of styles of
particular sources may be achieved through custom fonts.

2.6 Character names

Character names are based upon the convention used for Brahmi-based scripts in Unicode. Consonant letters
have been assigned names corresponding to their palaeographic values.

In this document, character names in italics refer to transliterations, while names in small capitals refer
to proposed Unicode characters, eg. 𑤌 is ka and . For sake of brevity the script
identifier ‘ ’ and character descriptors, eg. ‘ ’ or ‘ ’, are dropped when refering to
proposed characters, eg. may be referred to as . Characters of other scripts are
designated by their full Unicode names.

2.7 Note on variant forms

Variant forms for several consonant letters are used in later documents (see fig. 64–66, 68). In some cases,
one consonant is represented using more than one letter. For example, gemination of an unaspirated conso-
nant may be indicated using a conjunct of the letters for the respective unaspirated conjunct and the aspirated
counterpart. Secondly, an aspirated letter may be used for the corresponding unaspirated consonant in order
to avoid repetitive usage of the unaspirated letter. These practices emerged from the removal of aspirate
letters, but the retention of the letters as alternate forms in later styles of the script. All variants are treated
as glyphic variants and are to be managed through fonts designed for a specific style used in a source doc-
ument. In order to manage the usage of multiple letters for a single consonant in late Dives Akuru styles,
the respective letters should be used as needed despite the character name, eg. may be used for da in
addition to , etc. Such usage is meaningful only at the graphical level; the underlying character semantics
will remain underchanged.
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3 Proposed Repetoire

The proposed repertoire contains 69 characters. The code chart and names list follow page 34.

3.1 Vowel letters

Two sets of characters are used for representing independent vowels in the primary materials:

a ā i u e o

‘type 1’ 𑤀 𑤁 𑤂 𑤄 𑤆 𑤉
‘type 2’ 𑤥   ,  , 𑤆

The ‘type 1’ forms are distinctive letters. The ‘type 2’ forms are orthographic syllables of𑤥 and dependent
vowel signs, where𑤥 represents the vowel a when used in isolation and a vowel carrier when combined
with a vowel sign. Both types are used interchangably and appear concurrently in several documents (see
fig. 3–7). There are no rules that specify the contexts of usage for either set. Therefore, it is necessary to
support representation of both types.

The𑤥 is palaeographically the letter ya. The usage of ya for representing independent and initial vowels
likely resulted from the shift in Old Dhivehi of word-initial ya to da (Gippert 13: 84–85). The semi-vowel
attributes of𑤥made it suitable for reassignment as a vowel carrier. The reassignment of𑤥 as a vowel-like
letter and its loss of the value ya necessitated employment of another letter for representing syllable-initial
ya in new linguistic contexts. This need was met by using𑤦 for ya. This letter occurs repeated in the early
20th century document HMK (see fig. 34). It is also shown in S, where it is transcribed in Thaana as ަޔ ya,
and the𑤥 as ައ a (fig. 36).

In addition to the letters shown above, secondary sources show letters for vowels such as ī, ū, ē, and ō. These
are not attested in the available primary materials. It is possible that they may have been used in documents
that have not been preserved, or they may be later developments. As these letters appear in script charts, it
is practical to encode those that are distinctive in order to provide the most complete repertoire. Distinctive
letters for the Brahmi vocalic r̥, r̥̄, l̥, l̥̄ are not attested.

The following encoding model enables the complete representation of vowel letters and all contexts of ya:

1. The ‘type 1’ set are defined as independent vowel letters.

2. The𑤥 is encoded as - , and defined as a consonant that functions as a vowel carrier (see § 3.2).

3. The𑤦 is encoded as the consonant letter and is to be used for non-initial ya in conjuncts.

4. Letters for ī and ū are encoded as per distinctive attestations in secondary materials.

5. Space is reserved for letters for ē, ai, ō, and au, which are not attested distinctively in the sources.

Accordingly, the proposed repertoire contains the following 8 independent vowel letters. The representation
of the ‘type 2’ forms is described in § 4.1.
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Glyph Character name Major variants Latin Thaana

𑤀 a ައ

𑤁 ā ާއ

𑤂  i ިއ

𑤃  ī ީއ

𑤄  u ުއ

𑤅 ,  ū ޫއ

𑤆 e ެއ

𑤉 , o ޮއ

Notes on the proposed vowel letters:

• The𑤂 occurs in fatkoḷu as the glyphic variant (see fig. 4).

• The letter does not occur in primary sources. It is shown in G as, which is a more cursive
variant of used in fatkoḷu with the addition of the ◌𑤲 . The representative glyph𑤃
for is based upon𑤂 with a looped final stroke that is reflective of .

• The𑤄 occurs in fatkoḷu as (see fig. 5). This form is a glyphic variant that reflects the calligraphic
style used in later paper documents.

• The does not occur in primary materials. It is shown as  in S and as in G (see fig. 5). G
also shows the ‘type 2’ form produced using the ◌𑤴 . The former two appear to
be based upon the later variant  of𑤄 modified by a curl. In  the curl is at the terminal, while
in it intersects the primary stroke. As  is a rigid form of𑤄,  may be considered a less sinuous
version of a hypothetical𑤅. The𑤅 has been selected as the representative glyph for on account
of its congruence with𑤄 .

• The letter 𑤆 has the stylistic variant  in some L (see fig. 6). L. In various sources, the origin
stroke of𑤆 is turned or extended at obtuse angles, ie. in S (see fig. 46). N shows𑤆 as being used
for representing the Dhivehi long vowel ē (see fig. 59), but such usage in unattested in the primary
sources.

• The letter has the distinctive form𑤉, which occurs in L and IC (see fig. 7). In later sources
it is represented using the ‘type 2’ form and the compound <𑤆 , ◌𑤰 > (see
§ 4.1). The secondary sources show some variants. N shows a stylized form of as well as 𑤦 for
(fig. 62). The latter is a ‘type 2’ form written with a calligraphic variant ◌ of ◌𑤰 . S

shows the form (see fig. 46). It does not occur in other sources, and appears to be a stylized form
of in which the origin stroke of𑤆 is turned, eg. the variant in S, and its tail is fused with ◌𑤰,
cf. the related form in N. An idiosyncratic and unclear form  for is shown in G, which bears some
resemblace to the representative glyph𑤉 when rotated 90° counter-clockwise.
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Given below are notes on vowel letters that are shown in the secondary materials, but which are not proposed
for encoding at present for the reasons stated:

• * Although G and N show letters for the Dhivehi long vowel ē, a distinctive letter for this vowel
does not occur in the primary materials. The forms in G are identical to the letter𑤆 and ‘type 2’ form
𑤥 for e (see fig. 6). N gives𑤆 as the letter used in Evela Akuru (see fig. 59), and 𑤥 and𑤥
as used in Dives Akuru (see fig. 62). The 𑤥 is the ‘type 2’ form also shown for e, while𑤥 is the
‘type 2’ form with ◌ . These forms are found only in N. These may be represented
using character sequences (see § 4.1). The inclusion of ē by G and N suggests an analysis of Dives
Akuru vowels from a Thaana perspective.

• * Neither a distinctive letter nor a ‘type 2’ form for the diphthong ai occurs in the available primary
sources. However, a dependent form◌ is attested and has been proposed for encoding as◌

(see § 3.3). Therefore, the𑤥 given by N for ē would technically be a ‘type 2’ form for ai.
A space has been reserved for the letter ai in the event that a distinctive form is identified.

• * G, S, and N show letters used for representing the Dhivehi long vowel ō. However, a distinctive
letter for this vowel does not occur in the primary materials, so the provenance of the following letters
is unknown. G gives the same form  for o and ō. N shows 𑤦𑤰 and𑤆. These are the conventional
‘type 2’ form of o and a stylized form of the compound𑤆𑤰 for o in which the ◌𑤰 is
written with the calligraphic variant ◌, eg. 𑤆. A somewhat distinctive letter for ō occurs in S
(see fig. 46). It resembles the S variant for o. It may be analyzed as o + the dependent sign for ā,
where the o is interpreted as a distinctive letter instead of as a stylized rendering of the compound
𑤆𑤰 (and, therefore, at a base level it would be the compound 𑤆𑤰𑤰). The could be encoded as a
letter, but it occurs only in S and its provenance is unknown. Theoretically, as other forms of ō are
based upon o, the could be normalized as𑤉𑤰 < , > and rendered using a font style.

• * Neither a distinctive letter nor a ‘type 2’ form for the diphthong au occurs in the available
primary sources. Space has been reserved for it in case it is identified.

3.2 Vowel carrier

Glyph Character name Major variants Latin Thaana

𑤥 - ’a, ya ,ަޔ ައ

The letter 𑤥 has multiple functions. It represents the syllable ya on the two extant 10th century statues.
However, when changes in the Dhivehi language resulted in the shift of syllable-initial ya to da, the letter𑤥
lost its value of ya and was reassigned as a vowel carrier. As a result, in all other records, namely lōmāfānu
and fatkoḷu, the𑤥 represents a by default or inherits the value of the attached vowel sign. In later fatkoḷu,
the vowel letter a is represented generally using𑤥 instead of the letter𑤀 .

The 𑤥 is defined as a letter that can represent 1) the vowel letter a; 2) a carrier for ‘type 2’ forms of
independent vowels; and 3) syllable-initial ya. It can participate in consonant conjuncts as ya when C1, eg.
𑤥 yya (see § 4.3.3). But does not occur in conjuncts in non-initial positions; non-initial ya is represented
using the post-base form ◌ of𑤦 . The𑤥 can also occur in semi-conjuncts of a consonant + vowel letter,
eg. 𑤟 n ’i (see § 4.4).

10
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The analysis of𑤥 as a letter for a and a vowel-carrier instead of its palaeographic identity as ya conform
to Maldivian scholars’ interpretations of the value and function of the letter (see fig 53, fig 62). In current
Maldivian analysis𑤥 is equated with އ +0787 , which possesses the same properties.

The letter𑤥 has been assigned the name - . It conveys the primary vocalic value of the letter and denotes
its function as a vowel carrier. The name also corresponds to scholarly transliterations of𑤥 as ’a, as well
as ’i, ’u, etc., when it carries the respective vowel signs (not ya, yi, yu, etc.).

3.3 Dependent vowel signs

Eight dependent vowel signs are proposed for encoding:

Glyph Character name Major variants Latin Thaana

◌𑤰 ā ާ◌
◌𑤱 i ި◌
◌𑤲 ī ީ◌
◌𑤳 ◌ ◌ u ު◌
◌𑤴 ◌ ◌ ◌ ◌ ū ޫ◌
◌𑤵 ◌ ◌ e ެ◌
◌𑤷 ◌ ai ޭ◌
◌𑤸 o ޮ◌

Details on the combining behavior of vowel signs is given in § 4.5. Notes on the signs are given below:

• The stroke of ◌𑤰 is often elongated beneath the base as ◌ in later documents and
may appear to connect to the base in some cases (see fig. 8). This elongation is a glyphic variation and
a style of calligraphic writing.

• The sign ◌𑤱 is often elongated as ◌ in later documents as a result of calligraphic writing
(see fig. 9). It is a glyphic variant pertaining to the style of a particular document.

• The sign ◌𑤲 is conventionally written attached to the top-right edge or terminal of
the base with the body of the sign written to the right. The position of the body is rotated as ◌ in
some sources (L1, L4). In later documents it is written as ◌, which is a calligraphic form. These are
glyphic variants pertaining to the styles of a particular document. See fig. 9 for specimens.

• The conventional form of the is ◌𑤳. It may be written slightly angled
◌ or with a crimp ◌. When written with letters with round strokes at the right edge, the ◌𑤳 takes the
contextual form ◌, ie. dhu and ku. The usage of the contextual form is to be considered the
default for such letters (see list in § 4.5). There are some stylistic differences, shown in fig. 10:
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L1–L5 L6 L7 L8 F1–F4 F5 F6 F7–F8 F9–F10 F11–F12 F13 F1058 F1153 S G

-u ◌𑤳 ◌𑤳 ◌𑤳 ◌𑤳 ◌𑤳 ◌𑤳 ◌𑤳 ◌𑤳 ◌𑤳 ◌ ◌𑤳 ◌𑤳 ◌ ◌ ◌
-ū ◌𑤴 — ◌𑤴 — ◌𑤴 ◌ ◌𑤴 ◌ — — ◌ ◌𑤴 ◌ ◌ ◌

In F1153 the form ◌ is used, which is similar to the form of in F11 and F12. It appears
that the contextual form ◌ was used as the default sign and applied to all letters.

As is evident from the distibution of the signs, only one form of (and its contextual
variants) is used within a source. Concurrent usage of variants does not occur. The ◌ and ◌ may
be treated as considered glyphic variants, and are stylized developments of the conventional ◌𑤳 form
belonging to calligraphic styles used in the respective documents. These stylistic forms are to be
managed using fonts designed for the calligraphic style of particular sources.

The dependent u is represented in L using the alternate form ◌. This sign is not a glyphic variant, but
the ◌ (see § 4.2).

• The conventional form of the is ◌𑤴. It may be written slightly angled
◌ or with a crimp ◌. There are some stylistic differences in the shape of the sign, as shown above.
The variant ◌ occurs in F5, F7, F8, F13. It appears to be derived from the angled ◌ form with the
loop moved to the left, cf. the form ◌ in G. The ◌ used in F1153 is based upon ◌ with the addition
of a looped terminal. These glyphic variants appear to be stylized developments of the conventional
◌𑤴 form belonging to calligraphic styles used in the respective documents.

• The representative form ◌ appears as ◌ in later documents. A corruption of this sign
into a circle is observed in some documents. A reversed form ◌ of ◌ occurs in F12. See specimens
in fig. 11.

• The representation of the sign ◌ contains two instances of ◌ . See
specimens in fig. 11.

• The ◌𑤸 is a two-part vowel sign, with a decomposition of ◌ + ◌𑤰
. See specimens in fig. 12. The right-side element ◌𑤰 is often elongated beneath the

base as ◌ in later documents and may appear to connect to the base, eg. ◌. This occurs in documents
where the is also elongated in calligraphic writing.

Notes on other vowel signs that are not proposed for encoding at this time:

• * The sign ◌ may have been used for the Sanskrit vocalic r̥ in L1 (see
fig. 18). The syllable has been glossed as pr̥, but it may also be pru. Additional research is required
to determine the actual value of the syllable and how to represent it.

• * A distinctive sign for the Dhivehi long vowel ē is not attested. As shown by N, this
vowel may be represented using ◌ and ◌ (see fig. 63). Space has
been reserved for the vowel sign if it is identified later.

• * A distinctive sign for the Dhivehi long vowel ō is not attested. In the secondary
materials, ◌𑤸 is used for both o and ō. In S, the sign ◌ used for ō is identical to that for o (see
fig. 45). It is a glyphic variant of ◌𑤰 , in which the ◌𑤰 appears to connect to the base
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in some cases (see fig. 12). N appears to show a distinction between the signs ◌ o and ◌𑤰 ō, which
align with the letters 𑤦 o and 𑤦𑤰 ō of the same source (see fig. 63), in which the right-side element
in o connects to the base, eg. 𑤌 ko and 𑤌𑤰 ō. However, the connecting element in o appears to
be unintentional, eg. the example 𑤟𑤰𑤧𑤤𑤤 noramme in N (see fig. 59). G shows ◌, ◌, and ◌𑤰
for ‘ô’, of which the first two are also shown for ‘o’. While seemingly distinctive, the ◌ does not
occur in other sources and its provenance is unknown. The element ◌ resembles the sign for u in G,
which is a contextual and later glyphic variant of ◌𑤳 . Theoretically, the ◌ in G would
be normalized as ◌𑤳, which follows the structure of signs for the diphthong au in other southern
Brahmi-based scripts. But, a sign for either ō or au is not proposed for encoding at present. Space has
been reserved for a potential * . The ◌𑤰 may be used as necessary.

• * Space has been reserved for a vowel sign for the diphthong au.

3.4 Consonants

There are 34 consonant letters:

Glyph Character name Major Variants Latin Thaana

𑤌  ka ަކ

𑤍 kha —

𑤎 ga ަގ

𑤏 gha —

𑤐 ṅa ނ

𑤑  ca ަޗ

𑤒 cha —

𑤓  ja ަޖ

𑤕 ña ަޏ

𑤖 ṭa ަޓ

𑤘 ḍa ަޑ

𑤙 ḍha —

𑤚  ṇa ަޱ

𑤛 ta ަތ

𑤜 tha —

𑤝   da ަދ

𑤞 dha —
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𑤟 na ަނ

𑤠 pa, fa ަފ

𑤡 pha ަޕ

𑤢 ba ަބ

𑤣 bha —

𑤤 ma ަމ

𑤦 ya ަޔ

𑤧  ra ަރ

𑤨  la ަލ

𑤩 va ަވ

𑤪 śa ަށ

𑤫 ṣa —

𑤬 sa ަސ

𑤭 ha ަހ

𑤮 ḷa ަޅ

𑤯 , za ަޒ

Each consonant letter possesses the inherent vowel a. The inherent vowel is silenced using the sign
to indicate a bare consonant. Consonant clusters are rendered as conjuncts (see § 4.3).

3.4.1 Notes on consonant letters

• The variant form  occurs alongside the conventional𑤌 in some sources. Given its shape, it
may be suitable for encoding as a distinctive alternate after additional research has been performed.

• The variant forms  and are shown in S and N, respectively. They are not attested in the
available primary sources and their provenance is unknown. They differ from the representative form
𑤑 and resemble halanta forms of𑤛 , ie..

• The representative glyph for the letter has been abstracted from its cluster-initial form in con-
juncts (see fig. 15).

• The variant form of𑤓 is shown in S. It is a glyphic variant in a later style of the script.

• * A distinctive letter for the palatal aspirate jha and has not been identified. Space has been
reserved for it.
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• The letter 𑤖 is shown as in S. This is the conjunct ṭṭa, which is interpreted as the
letter ṭa in some cases (see fig. 57).

• * A distinctive letter for the retroflex aspirate ṭha does not occur in the souces. Space has been
reserved for it.

• The conventional form of is𑤚. However, in Sidi the retroflex nasal ṇa is represented using
 in place of𑤚 (see fig. 36). The letter is clearly related to ޱ naviyani (= +07B1

, but, Sidi’s rationale for its usage is unclear. This  does not occur in the primary sources. For
purposes of the encoding,  is classified as a glyphic variant. However, if concurrent usage of it and
𑤚 occurs, then it may be encoded as an alternate form.

• The letter 𑤦 does not occur in L or F, but occurs in HMK in the word rupiyā ‘rupee’ (see
fig. 17, 34). It is also shown in S and N. The origin of this letter is unknown. It appears to have been
introduced for writing syllable-initial ya. It resembles ය +0DBA (= ya).
It is possible that it is based upon𑤥 - , which is palaeographically the letter ya, or a variant form.
For example, it is possible to interpret𑤦 as a variant of𑤥 with the origin stroke extends downward
instead of extending to the right. Whatever its origin, the 𑤦 is distinct from 𑤥 and the two occur
together in HMK and S, and represent different values.

When used in non-initial position in conjuncts, is rendered using the post-base form◌ (see § 4.3.3).
Palaeographically, the ◌ may be analyzed as a modified form of𑤥 (- ). It may also be interpreted
as a modification of𑤦 in which the left half is truncated, leaving a post-base form. In any case, the
association of ◌ with 𑤥 is not mandatory, and it may be suitably defined as a conjunct-specific
form of the letter , ie. 𑤦. There is no requirement to produce the regular form of𑤦 in non-initial
position in a conjunct. To be sure, non-initial ya is uniformly represented in conjuncts using the post-
base form, not the regular letter as in a ‘touching’ conjunct. Therefore, it is suitable to produce ◌
using non-initial .

• The letter underwent a simplification from the form  used in early lōmāfānu (L1–L4) to the 𑤧
used in later sources (L5–L8) and in all fatkoḷu. The later form has been selected as the representative
glyph on account of its more prevalent occurrence in the sources.

The takes the form ◌ repha when initial in a conjunct and the shape ◌ ra-kāra in cluster-final
position.

• The representative form𑤯 for is based upon the form used in F1058 (see fig. 19). This letter
has a few variants. The form is used by Sidi (see fig. 36). It occurs only in that source. Geiger
shows the form (figure 50), which bears some resemblance to the representative glyph. While
and are distinctive, their provenance is unknown. Additional research is required to determine their
suitablity for encoding as alternate forms.

3.5 Prefixed nasal sign

The following character is used for indicating a cluster-initial nasal consonant:

Glyph Character name Variants Latin Thaana

𑤿 ň ނ,ްނ
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The sign ◌ ligates with the following letter (see § 4.7). The glyph is placed within a dashed box in the code
chart to indicate its special behavior. The character is derived from the cluster-initial form of the letter 𑤐

, which was extended for use as a generic sign for a homorganic nasal. As shown clearly in fig. 15, the
form of the differs from that of cluster-initial .

3.6 Nasalization signs

There are two distinctive nasalization signs (see fig. 13 and § 4.6):

Glyph Character name Variants Latin Thaana

◌𑤻 ṃ ނ,ްނ

◌𑤼 ◌ ṁ̆, ṁ ނ,ްނ

3.7 Nukta

The following sign is used for representing new sounds (see § 4.9):

Glyph Character name Variants Latin Thaana

◌ 𑥀

This character does not exist in the primary materials. It is described by N as being a new addition to the
script (see fig. 61).

3.8 Halanta

The halanta and virāma are proposed for separate encoding:

Glyph Character name Variants Latin Thaana

◌𑤽 — — ް◌

The sign ◌𑤽 is used for silencing the inherent vowel, similar to the in other Brahmi-based scripts.
However, as the sign has various meanings in Dives Akuru, it is proposed that the functions of be
disunified and encoded in two separate characters. This approach will simplify the representation of the
visible form of the sign and its conjunct-formation properties.

The ◌𑤽 is a visible virāma. a visible virāma. It represents several features
(see § 4.2). In addition to silencing the inherent vowel of a consonant letter, it represents an alternate form
of the dependent vowel u. It is also used for indicating glottal stop. Naseema indicates that has
other functions when used for transliterating Thaana (see fig. 67 for details). In such cases, it is parallel to ް◌
+07B0 . A separate encoding for will be practical for users of Dives Akuru,

who are also generally users of Thaana.
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3.9 Virama

The halanta and virāma are proposed for separate encoding:

Glyph Character name Variants Latin Thaana

𑤾 — — —

The conjunct formation properties are assigned to ◌  . This control character is used for
producing consonant conjuncts (§ 4.3) and is to be used for producing ligatures of a devowelized consonant
+ vowel lettter (§ 4.4). The is represented in the code chart as𑤾 in order to indicate that it is a
special character.

3.10 Digits

The script has a full set of digits:

Glyph Character name Variants Latin Thaana

𑥐 0

𑥑 1

𑥒 2

𑥓 3

𑥔 4

𑥕 5

𑥖 6

𑥗 7

𑥘 8

𑥙 9

3.11 Punctuation

The following signs of punctuation are used in the script (see fig. 23–24):

Glyph Character name Variants Latin Thaana

𑥁 .

𑥂
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𑥃

The Dives Akuru 𑥁 may be similar in appearance to ॥ +0965 ,
but it is often written as two slightly curved strokes.

The 𑥂 is used at the end of lines to fill space, as well as at the end of a document to signify
completion of the text.

The𑥃 is written at the end of a document. It is often accompanied by a preceding
. The glyph for is based upon the form used in F9 (fig. 24). As shown in other

sources, the horizontal stroke is elongated to fill space. Such swash strokes are stylistic. As is also evident
from F9, the 𑥃 is distinct from the 𑥂 and is not a shorthand or abbreviation for a sequence of multiple

characters. While the stroke of𑥃 is elongated in the sources, the character does not have any
extending properties and the stroke size is fixed. However, font developers may design a glyph with a stroke
length of their choice.
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4 Encoded Representations

4.1 Representations of ‘type 2’ vowel letters

The ‘type 2’ set of vowel letters is represented as shown below (see also figure 49). The interactions between
the base consonant and dependent vowel signs is described in § 4.5.

Vowel ‘type 1’ ‘type 2’ Character sequence for ‘type 2’

a 𑤀 𑤥 <𑤥 - >

ā 𑤁  <𑤥 - , ◌𑤰 >

i 𑤂  <𑤥 - , ◌𑤱 >

u 𑤄  <𑤥 - , ◌𑤳 >

ú 𑤄  <𑤥 - , ◌𑤽 >

e 𑤆  <𑤥 - , ◌𑤵 >

o 𑤉  <𑤥 - , ◌𑤸 >

Alternate forms of ‘type 2’ forms are:

Vowel ‘type 1’ ‘type 2’ Character sequence for alternate ‘type 2’

o 𑤉  <𑤆 , ◌𑤰 >

Other ‘type 2’ forms without corresponding distinctive ‘type 1’ forms that are shown in secondary materials
may be represented as follows:

Vowel Glyph Character sequence

ū  <𑤥 - , ◌𑤴 >

ē 𑤥 <𑤥 - ,◌ >

4.2 Halanta

The sign ◌𑤽 is used for silencing the inherent vowel of a consonant letter, but it is also used as an
alternate sign for the vowel u and for marking glottal stop. Generally, it attaches to the right edge of a letter
and forms a ligature with the base. The shape of some letters is modified.

k  <𑤌 , ◌𑤽 >

ṭ  <𑤖 , ◌𑤽 >
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t  <𑤛 , ◌𑤽 >

n  <𑤟 , ◌𑤽 >

s  <𑤬 , ◌𑤽 >

4.2.1 Alternate sign for the vowel ‘u’

Although consonants marked by are devowelized, they are pronounced in Dhivehi in some cases
as syllables with /u/. The , therefore, also functions as an alternate vowel sign for u, eg. may
be read as ṭ and ṭú. For example, the word𑤟 in fig. 14 may be read as sṭna, but it actually represents
súṭúna. That figure shows both signs used with the same letter, eg. bú and bu.

ṭú  <𑤖 , ◌𑤽 >

dhú  <𑤞 , ◌𑤽 >

bú  <𑤢 , ◌𑤽 >

sú  <𑤬 , ◌𑤽 >

There is no independent letter for this vowel sign, although it is written with 𑤥 - when independent or
initial, eg. ú.

While the can be used for indicating ú, it may be necessary to distinguish usage of ◌𑤽 for marking
clusters and -u syllables for purposes of text processing. Additional research is required for determining the
suitability of encoding a separate character for this sign, eg. a * .

4.2.2 Halanta clusters

While consonant clusters are generally rendered as conjuncts, they may also be indicated by marking non-
final letters with ◌𑤽 (see fig. 14).

sta 𑤛 <𑤬 , ◌𑤽 ,𑤛 >

sva 𑤩 <𑤬 , ◌𑤽 , 𑤩 >

4.2.3 Glottal stop

In late fatkoḷu, the letters𑤌 , 𑤟 , 𑤖 , 𑤛 are combined with to indicate a word-final
glottal stop. In some sources, these forms may be written as superscripts, at or above the head height and
may appear superscript. Fig. 14 shows the use of superscript ta-halanta in F9 for denoting glottal stop.

The raised glottal stop halanta forms may be indicated using superscript layout features. However, there
may be a potential for another mechanism for distinguishing the special function of such forms from other
combinations of a particular letter + .
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Naseema describes combination of the above letters + as ‘sukun letters’ (1999: 27, see fig. 67),
and suggests that such forms were used for representing other features of Dhivehi, eg.  na-halanta <𑤟
, ◌𑤽 > for indicating a nasal geminate, and the ta-halanta for a ya off-glide.

4.3 Consonant conjuncts

Consonant clusters are rendered as conjuncts in Dives Akuru. The majority of conjuncts consist of clusters
of two consonants, but conjuncts with up to three consonants are attested.

The conjunct model for Dives Akuru follows the conventional model used for other Brahmi-based
scripts. Conjuncts are represented in encoded text by placing the𑤾 after each consonant letter in a
cluster:

<C1, , C2 [, , Cn]*>

Any accompanying vowel sign is placed after the last letter in the cluster (see § 4.5).

Depending upon the shapes of constituent letters, a conjunct is rendered as either a distinctive ligature or as
a ‘touching’ ligature. The glyphic identity of the letters is visible in both types of ligatures.

The letters𑤦 and 𑤧 have special behaviors in conjuncts, as described in § 4.3.3 and § 4.3.4 below.
They do not occur in ‘touching’ conjuncts.

4.3.1 Distinctive ligatures

The glyphs of constituent letters are modified to produce a distinctive ligature:

kṣa  <𑤌 ,𑤾 ,𑤫 >

ṅga  <𑤐 ,𑤾 , 𑤎 >

ṭṭa  <𑤖 ,𑤾 ,𑤖 >

ṭva  <𑤖 ,𑤾 , 𑤩 >

ṇḍa  <𑤚 ,𑤾 ,𑤘 >

ttha  <𑤛 ,𑤾 , 𑤜 >

ntha  <𑤟 ,𑤾 , 𑤜 >

ndha  <𑤟 ,𑤾 ,𑤞 >

mba  <𑤤 ,𑤾 ,𑤢 >

bbha  <𑤢 ,𑤾 ,𑤣 >

ṣṭa  <𑤫 ,𑤾 ,𑤖 >

sta  <𑤬 ,𑤾 ,𑤛 >
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sva  <𑤬 ,𑤾 , 𑤩 >

4.3.2 ‘Touching’ ligatures

A ‘touching’ ligature is used for writing doubled consonants or with letters whose shapes cannot easily be
combined into a distinctive ligature. A ‘touching’ ligature is produced by writing letters together without
spaces, such that they touch at adjacent edges. The shapes of letters are not modified.

kta 𑤌𑤛 <𑤌 ,𑤾 ,𑤛 >

tka 𑤛𑤌 <𑤛 ,𑤾 ,𑤌 >

nta 𑤟𑤛 <𑤟 ,𑤾 ,𑤛 >

nna 𑤟𑤟 <𑤟 ,𑤾 ,𑤟 >

mma 𑤤𑤤 <𑤤 ,𑤾 , 𑤤 >

spa 𑤬𑤠 <𑤬 ,𑤾 ,𑤠 >

ḷḷa 𑤮𑤮 <𑤮 ,𑤾 , 𑤮 >

Such an orthography for conjuncts is meaningful in Dives Akuru because orthographic syllables (akṣara-s)
of a word typically do not otherwise touch. In lōmāfānu syllables are separated by spaces and these spaces
provide for distinctions between clusters and sequences of consonant syllables, for example:

tka 𑤛𑤌 <𑤛 ,𑤾 ,𑤌 >

taka 𑤛𑤌 <𑤛 ,𑤌 >

mma 𑤤𑤤 <𑤛 ,𑤾 , 𑤤 >

mama 𑤤𑤤 <𑤛 ,𑤌 >

4.3.3 The letter

When the consonant ya is non-initial in a cluster, it is represented by default using the post-base form ◌ and
is written as a ligature with the preceding letter (see fig. 16). This post-base form is produced using
before the letter𑤦 :

tya  <𑤛 ,𑤾 ,𑤦 >

dya  <𑤝 ,𑤾 ,𑤦 >

dhya  <𑤞 ,𑤾 ,𑤦 >

sya  <𑤬 ,𑤾 ,𑤦 >
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yya  <𑤥 - ,𑤾 ,𑤦 >

yya 𑤦 <𑤦 ,𑤾 ,𑤦 >

4.3.4 The letter

The letter 𑤧 takes special forms when it occurs in conjuncts (see fig. 18). It is written as ◌ repha when
initial in a cluster. The repha is placed above the following letter, or in the case of two-letter clusters, it is
placed between the two letters. Following the conventional model, repha is produced as follows:

rka 𑤌 <𑤧 ,𑤾 ,𑤌 >

rmma 𑤤𑤤 <𑤧 ,𑤾 , 𑤤 ,𑤾 , 𑤤 >

When non-initial in a cluster, is written as ◌ ra-kāra. The ra-kāra attaches to the right edge of the
preceding letter and curves beneath the letter. In the case of multi-letter clusters, it attaches to the last
letter and its curve may span the entire conjunct. Following the conventional model, ra-kāra is produced as
follows:

kra  <𑤌 ,𑤾 , 𑤧 >

ntra  <𑤟 ,𑤾 ,𑤛 ,𑤾 , 𑤧 >

pra  <𑤠 ,𑤾 , 𑤧 >

śra  <𑤪 ,𑤾 , 𑤧 >

stra  <𑤬 ,𑤾 ,𑤛 ,𑤾 , 𑤧 >

spra  <𑤬 ,𑤾 ,𑤠 ,𑤾 , 𑤧 >

In some later records, the curve of ra-kāra is elongated as ◌ and may extend fully around the letter to the
top left edge; compare and kra, and stra.

4.4 Ligatures of consonant + vowel letter

Conventionally, a devowelized word-final consonant is indicated using letter + and is typically
separated from the first orthographic syllable of the following word. For example, in L3 and L5, the word
boundary in the phrase avurodun ikit is written as expected as -𑤂- -n i- ( + + ) with a vowel
letter for i, and also as -- -n ’i- ( + + - + ) with a ‘type 2’ form for i.

However, in other instances throughout the lōmāfānu, the word-final consonant letter is connected to the
following independent vowel letter or ‘type 2’ form of a vowel instead of being written with (see
fig. 25); the connection is indicated using ‘ ’ in transliteration: -𑤟𑤂- -n i- ( + ) and -𑤟- -n ’i- ( +
- + ), as well as -𑤛𑤀- -t a- ( + ) in L2; and -𑤟𑤆- -n e- ( + ) in L3.
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Although these forms resemble ‘touching’ conjuncts, they are liaisons between a word-final base consonant
and a word-initial independent vowel. They may be represented using :

n i 𑤟𑤂 <𑤟 ,𑤾 ,𑤂 >

n ’i 𑤟 <𑤟 ,𑤾 ,𑤥 - , ◌𑤱 >

These are contrasted with sequences of conventional orthographic syllables:

nai 𑤟𑤂 <𑤟 ,𑤂 >

na’i 𑤟 <𑤟 ,𑤥 - , ◌𑤱 >

n i 𑤂 <𑤟 , ◌𑤽 ,𑤂 >

n ’i  <𑤟 , ◌𑤽 ,𑤥 - , ◌𑤱 >

4.5 Consonant-vowel combinations

Combinations of a consonant and dependent vowel sign are rendered following the pattern shown in § 4.1
for the ‘type-2’ vowel letters. Certain vowel signs have contextual forms when combined with certain con-
sonants. Shown below are examples with other consonants and consonant clusters.

Vowel sign Written to the right of the base, detached from the letter: ◌𑤰.

kā 𑤌𑤰 <𑤌 , ◌𑤰 >

mā 𑤤𑤰 <𑤤 , ◌𑤰 >

In some fatkoḷu, the sign extends below the base, similar to , compare: 𑤌𑤰 and𑤌 kā, 𑤤𑤰 and
𑤤 mā. In some instances it appears to connect to the base.

Vowel sign The sign ◌𑤱 attaches to the top or top-right edge of the base and curves around to the right
edge.

ki 𑤌𑤱 <𑤌 , ◌𑤱 >

di 𑤝𑤱 <𑤝 , ◌𑤱 >

dhi  <𑤞 , ◌𑤱 >

pi  <𑤠 , ◌𑤱 >

si  <𑤬 , ◌𑤱 >

hi 𑤭𑤱 <𑤭 , ◌𑤱 >
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When written with cluster-final ra, the attaches to the ra-kāra:

kri  <𑤌 ,𑤾 , 𑤧 , ◌𑤱 >

śri  <𑤪 ,𑤾 , 𑤧 , ◌𑤱 >

In fatkoḷu, the sign is often elongated and may loop beneath the base, eg. dhi, hi, kri, śri.

Vowel sign Behaves like .

kī 𑤌𑤲 <𑤌 , ◌𑤲 >

dhī  <𑤞 , ◌𑤲 >

In L1, the is written occurs attached above the letter as ◌, eg.𑤌 kī,𑤞 dhī. It is a glyphic
variant for the representative form. In later sources, the sign is written to the right, eg. kī, dhī.

Vowel sign The shape of the dependent form of u is determined by the shape of the base letter. For most
letters, the representative form ◌𑤳 is used, which attaches to the right edge:

dhu  <𑤞 , ◌𑤳 >

mu  <𑤤 , ◌𑤳 >

pu  <𑤠 , ◌𑤳 >

su  <𑤬 , ◌𑤳 >

For letters with curves at the right edge, the sign takes the form ◌ and is written as a ligature with the base:

ku  <𑤌 , ◌𑤳 >

nu  <𑤟 , ◌𑤳 >

ru  <𑤧 , ◌𑤳 >

With some letters, the sign attaches near or below the base:

du  <𑤝 , ◌𑤳 >

The sign forms a special ligature when combined with the following letter:

ḷu  <𑤮 , ◌𑤳 >
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Vowel sign The sign attaches to the right edge of a letter and forms a ligature with the base:

kū  <𑤌 , ◌𑤴 >

pū  <𑤠 , ◌𑤴 >

Vowel sign Written to the left of the base.

ke 𑤌 <𑤌 , ◌𑤵 >

re 𑤧 <𑤧 , ◌𑤵 >

Vowel sign Written to the left of the base.

lai 𑤨 <𑤌 , ◌𑤷 >

Vowel sign Written to the left and right of the base. When occuring with a consonant cluster, the left and
right elements of the sign are rendered before the first and last letters, respectively.

ko 𑤌𑤰 <𑤌 , ◌𑤸 >

nno 𑤟𑤟𑤰 <𑤟 ,𑤾 ,𑤟 , ◌𑤸 >

mo 𑤤𑤰 <𑤤 , ◌𑤸 >

In sources where the elongated form of is used, the right-side element of is
similarly elongated, compare: 𑤌𑤰 and 𑤌 ko, 𑤤𑤰 and 𑤤 mo.

4.6 Vowel nasalization

Post-vocalic nasalization is indicated using the signs ◌𑤼 and ◌𑤻 :

oṁ̆ 𑤉𑤼 <𑤉 , ◌𑤼 >

kaṃ 𑤌𑤻 <𑤌 , ◌𑤻 >

kāṃ 𑤌𑤰𑤻 <𑤌 , ◌𑤰 , ◌𑤻 >

4.7 Prefixed nasal sign

The𑤿 is placed before a letter in the input sequence. The is not used with it.
It is generally rendered as a ligature, attached to the top of the following letter. This sign does not occur in
word-initial position. The example below occurs in L4, as shown in fig. 15:
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ṅga  <𑤐 ,𑤾 , 𑤎 >

ňga  <𑤿 , 𑤎 >

In some sources the is detached and raised from the base, as shown in the below example
from fig. 20:

Syllable Attached Detached Character sequence

ňsa 𑤬 𑤬 <𑤿 ,𑤬 >

The raised sign is typical in the Dives Akuru calligraphy in late fatkoḷu, while the attached form is common in
lōmāfānu. The positions are stylistic features and both representations of the sign are semantically identical.
Usage of the two positional forms is not contrastive: one or the other is used consistently throughout a
document. The attached and detached forms should be treated as glyphic variants belonging to particular
styles of the script.

4.7.1 Comparison to the Burmese kinzi

Encoding the ◌ as a distinctive prefixed character provides the simplest implementation. The superficial
aspects of the sign, and its derivation from 𑤐 , are similar to the ◌  kinzi in the Burmese (‘Myanmar’)
script. It is, therefore, interesting to evaluate the potential of adopting the kinzi model for the Dives Akuru
prefixed nasal letter. In Burmese, the absence of the inherent vowel of င +1004 is
rendered as င် ṅ, in which င ṅa is marked with a visible ◌် virāma. When ṅ occurs in cluster-initial position,
it is rendered as a superscript form of င် known as ◌  kinzi, which is positioned above the following letter:
က ṅka. The Unicode model for Burmese uses the control character𑤾 +1039 for
producing conjuncts. Therefore, logically, the cluster ṅkawould be represented using <င U+U1004, ◌္ U+1039,
ဘ U+1000>. However, this produces the conjunct င, a stack consisting of of င ṅa andက ka. The correct
rendering of kinzi requires the virāma to be both a visible sign and a control character; however, it is defined
solely as the latter. In order to produce the kinzi, the character ◌် +1004 is required in
the input sequence after and before : <င U+1004, ◌် U+103A, ◌္
U+1039,ဘ U+1000>, which provides the expectedက ṅka.

The graphical resemblance between these Dives Akuru and Burmese signs is coincidental. Indeed, they seem
to be mirror images, but their structures are inherently different. The kinzi possesses a visible virāma, while
the Dives Akuru sign does not. If the kinzimodel were adopted for Dives Akuru, the ◌𑤽 would be
the equivalent of . Accordingly,𑤬 ňsa would be generated using <𑤐 , ◌𑤽 ,
𑤾 ,𑤬 >. Such a model is not practical for Dives Akuru. Usage of in such a context is
superfluous as it is not part of the graphical representation. Secondly, this model requires four characters to
produce ňsa, while the prefixed nasal sign requires two. For this reason, the proposed𑤿

is the most suitable option.

4.8 ‘Gemination’

Naseema (1990) show the signs ◌, ◌, etc. used for indicating gemination, or doubled consonants (see
fig. 59, 68). These signs are not true gemination signs and have different semantics in the primary sources.
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The interpretation of these signs as marking gemination may have been the result of sound changes in spoken
Dhivehi. The so-called ‘gemination signs’ are analyzed below:

1. ‘Gemination sign’ Naseema illustrates usage of ◌ as a gemination sign in the word𑤌𑤎, which is
glossed as ‘kallage’. This word is originally kaṅlage, an instance of which occurs in L2 (plate 23, line
2). The sign ◌ is identical to the proposed𑤿 . The transliteration of𑤌𑤎 as
kallage in N reflects a change in the pronunication of nasal + stop sequences to a doubling of the stop.
In this sense, the indicated a nasal in Old Dhivehi, but is read as a gemination of
the base letter from the perspective of modern Divehi phonology.

glyph ‘geminate’ real cluster character sequence

 ‘lla’ ṅla <𑤿 ,𑤨 >

2. Conjunct with In some cases the sign ◌ may be interpreted as a gemination sign. In actuality,
it is the conjoining form of𑤜 . In later forms of the script, this aspirate letter lost its original value
of tha. A common conjunct containing tha as C2 is ttha, which was read as tta in later Dhivehi. It is
possible that the ◌ in ‘tta’ was interpreted as a doubling of𑤛. Similarly, ntha was read as ‘nna’.
Usage of C2 as a gemination mark was extended beyond the dental class. An isolated example is
, which reads ktha, but is used for ‘kka’ (see fig. 21). Such forms are a matter of orthography and
should be treated as regular conjuncts.

glyph ‘geminate’ real cluster character sequence

 ‘kka’ ktha <𑤌 ,𑤾 , 𑤜 >

 ‘tta’ ttha <𑤛 ,𑤾 , 𑤜 >

 ‘nna’ ntha <𑤟 ,𑤾 , 𑤜 >

Some ligatures that indicate doubled consonants, eg vva, appear as if they contain the ◌ element.
The curled terminals of𑤜 and𑤩 may lead to such interpretations. Whilemay be analyzed
as a conjunct of 𑤩 + 𑤜 , it is accurate to analyze it as a conjunct of𑤩 + 𑤩 .

3. Conjunct with In later documents, such as Sidi, conjuncts with the letter 𑤥 as C2 are read as
a geminate cluster of C1, eg.  sya = ‘ssa’ (see fig. 21). In such cases, the post-base form ◌
of - is interpreted as a gemination sign. Possibly, the absence of -ya clusters in Dhivehi resulted
in the respective conjuncts being reassigned for indicating geminates. The usage of -ya conjuncts as
geminates are matter of orthography and or reinterpretation of conventional conjuncts. For this reason,
these geminates are to be treated as regular conjuncts of the actual underlying letters.

glyph ‘geminate’ real cluster character sequence

 ‘tta’ tya <𑤛 ,𑤾 ,𑤦 >

 ‘ssa’ sya <𑤬 ,𑤾 ,𑤦 >
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4.9 Nukta

The ◌𑥀 is used for representing new sounds. It is written beneath a letter whose base value most closely
approximates the foreign sound.

fa 𑤠𑥀 <𑤠 , ◌𑥀 >

4.10 Line-breaking

Formal rules for line-breaking do not exist. Hyphenation and other continuation marks are not used. A word
may be broken along orthographic syllables at any position at the end of a line. Two-part vowel signs are
broken across lines in some sources, with the left-side element at the end of line and the base and right-side
ligature at the beginning of the next line. Allowance for such line breaks is needed for accurately representing
text as it appears in a particular source. However, for general purposes, the components of two-part vowel
signs should be kept together with the base, for example, the left-side element should not be separated from
the syllable at the end of line.

4.11 Collation

The default sort order for the script is based upon the Brahmi pattern:

𑤀 < 𑤁 < 𑤂 < 𑤃 < 𑤄 < 𑤅 < 𑤆 < 𑤉 < 𑤌 <

𑤍 < 𑤎 < 𑤏 < 𑤑 < 𑤒 < 𑤓 < 𑤕 < 𑤖 <

𑤘 < 𑤙 < 𑤚 < 𑤛 < 𑤜 < 𑤝 < 𑤞 <

𑤟 < 𑤠 < 𑤡 < 𑤢 < 𑤣 < 𑤤 < 𑤥 - < 𑤦 <

𑤧 < 𑤨 < 𑤩 < 𑤪 < 𑤫 < 𑤬 < 𑤭 < 𑤮 < 𑤯 <

◌𑤰 < ◌𑤱 < ◌𑤲 < ◌𑤳 <

◌𑤴 < ◌𑤵 < ◌𑤷 < ◌𑤸

The vowel-carrier letter𑤥 - is sorted before𑤦 .

The𑤿 is to be sorted in the same position as 𑤐 . For cases such as ṅga and
ňga, the (in ṅga) should be ordered before (in ňga).

The following characters have secondary weights:

◌𑤻 , ◌𑤼 , ◌𑥀 , ◌𑤽
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5 Character Data

5.1 Unicode character data: UnicodeData.txt

11900;DIVES AKURU LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11901;DIVES AKURU LETTER AA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11902;DIVES AKURU LETTER I;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11903;DIVES AKURU LETTER II;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11904;DIVES AKURU LETTER U;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11905;DIVES AKURU LETTER UU;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11906;DIVES AKURU LETTER E;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11907;<reserved>
11908;<reserved>
11909;DIVES AKURU LETTER O;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1190A;<reserved>
1190B;<reserved>
1190C;DIVES AKURU LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1190D;DIVES AKURU LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1190E;DIVES AKURU LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1190F;DIVES AKURU LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11910;DIVES AKURU LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11911;DIVES AKURU LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11912;DIVES AKURU LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11913;DIVES AKURU LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11914;<reserved>
11915;DIVES AKURU LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11916;DIVES AKURU LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11917;<reserved>
11918;DIVES AKURU LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11919;DIVES AKURU LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1191A;DIVES AKURU LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1191B;DIVES AKURU LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1191C;DIVES AKURU LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1191D;DIVES AKURU LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1191E;DIVES AKURU LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1191F;DIVES AKURU LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11920;DIVES AKURU LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11921;DIVES AKURU LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11922;DIVES AKURU LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11923;DIVES AKURU LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11924;DIVES AKURU LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11925;DIVES AKURU LETTER -A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11926;DIVES AKURU LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11927;DIVES AKURU LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11928;DIVES AKURU LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11929;DIVES AKURU LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1192A;DIVES AKURU LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1192B;DIVES AKURU LETTER SSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1192C;DIVES AKURU LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1192D;DIVES AKURU LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1192E;DIVES AKURU LETTER LLA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1192F;DIVES AKURU LETTER ZA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11930;DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11931;DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN I;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11932;DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN II;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11933;DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN U;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11934;DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN UU;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11935;DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN E;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11936;<reserved>
11937;DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AI;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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11938;DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN O;Mc;0;L;11935 11930;;;;N;;;;;
11939;<reserved>
1193A;<reserved>
1193B;DIVES AKURU SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1193C;DIVES AKURU SIGN CANDRABINDU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1193D;DIVES AKURU SIGN HALANTA;Mc;9;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1193E;DIVES AKURU VIRAMA;Mn;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
1193F;DIVES AKURU PREFIXED NASAL SIGN;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11940;DIVES AKURU SIGN NUKTA;Mn;7;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11941;DIVES AKURU DOUBLE DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11942;DIVES AKURU GAP FILLER;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11943;DIVES AKURU END OF TEXT MARK;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11950;DIVES AKURU DIGIT ZERO;Nd;0;L;;0;0;0;N;;;;;
11951;DIVES AKURU DIGIT ONE;Nd;0;L;;1;1;1;N;;;;;
11952;DIVES AKURU DIGIT TWO;Nd;0;L;;2;2;2;N;;;;;
11953;DIVES AKURU DIGIT THREE;Nd;0;L;;3;3;3;N;;;;;
11954;DIVES AKURU DIGIT FOUR;Nd;0;L;;4;4;4;N;;;;;
11955;DIVES AKURU DIGIT FIVE;Nd;0;L;;5;5;5;N;;;;;
11956;DIVES AKURU DIGIT SIX;Nd;0;L;;6;6;6;N;;;;;
11957;DIVES AKURU DIGIT SEVEN;Nd;0;L;;7;7;7;N;;;;;
11958;DIVES AKURU DIGIT EIGHT;Nd;0;L;;8;8;8;N;;;;;
11959;DIVES AKURU DIGIT NINE;Nd;0;L;;9;9;9;N;;;;;

5.2 Linebreak data: LineBreak.txt

11900..11906;AL # DIVES AKURU LETTER A..DIVES AKURU LETTER E
11908;AL # DIVES AKURU LETTER O
1190C..11913;AL # DIVES AKURU LETTER KA..DIVES AKURU LETTER JA
11915..11916;AL # DIVES AKURU LETTER NYA..DIVES AKURU LETTER TTA
11918..1192F;AL # DIVES AKURU LETTER DDA..DIVES AKURU LETTER ZA
11930..11935;CM # DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AA..DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN E
11937..11938;CM # DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AI..DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN O
1193B..1193D;CM # DIVES AKURU SIGN ANUSVARA..DIVES AKURU SIGN HALANTA
1193E;CM # DIVES AKURU VIRAMA
1193F;CM # DIVES AKURU PREFIXED NASAL SIGN
11940;CM # DIVES AKURU SIGN NUKTA
11941..11943;BA # DIVES AKURU DOUBLE DANDA..DIVES AKURU END OF TEXT MARK
11950..11959;NU # DIVES AKURU DIGIT ZERO..DIVES AKURU DIGIT NINE

5.3 Indic syllabic categories: IndicSyllabicCategory.txt

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Bindu

1193B..1193C ; Bindu # Mn [2] DIVES AKURU SIGN ANUSVARA..
DIVES AKURU SIGN CANDRABINDU

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Nukta

11940 ; Nukta # Mn DIVES AKURU SIGN NUKTA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Pure_Killer

1193D ; Pure_Killer # Mn DIVES AKURU SIGN HALANTA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Invisible_Stacker

1193E ; Invisible_Stacker # Mn DIVES AKURU VIRAMA
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# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Independent

11900..11906 ; Vowel_Independent # Lo [7] DIVES AKURU LETTER A..
DIVES AKURU LETTER E

11909 ; Vowel_Independent # Lo [2] DIVES AKURU LETTER O

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Dependent

11930..11935 ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc [6] DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AA..
DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN E

11937..11938 ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc [2] DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AI..
DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN O

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant

1190C..11913 ; Consonant # Lo [8] DIVES AKURU LETTER KA..
DIVES AKURU LETTER JA

11915..11915 ; Consonant # Lo [2] DIVES AKURU LETTER NYA..
DIVES AKURU LETTER TTA

11918..1192F ; Consonant # Lo [25] DIVES AKURU LETTER NYA..
DIVES AKURU LETTER ZA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant_Prefixed

1193F ; Consonant_Prefixed # Lo DIVES AKURU PREFIXED NASAL SIGN

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Number

11950..11959 ; Number # Nd [10] DIVES AKURU DIGIT ZERO..
DIVES AKURU DIGIT NINE

5.4 Indic positional categories: IndicPositionalCategory.txt

# Indic_Positional_Category=Right

11930..11934 ; Right # Mc [5] DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AA..
DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN UU

1193D ; Right # Mc DIVES AKURU SIGN HALANTA

# Indic_Positional_Category=Left

11935 ; Left # Mc DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN E
11937 ; Left # Mc DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AI

# Indic_Positional_Category=Left_And_Right

11938 ; Left_And_Right # Mc DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN O

# Indic_Positional_Category=Top

1193B..1193C ; Top # Mn [2] DIVES AKURU SIGN ANUSVARA..
DIVES AKURU SIGN CANDRABINDU

1193F ; Top # Mn DIVES AKURU PREFIXED NASAL SIGN
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# Indic_Positional_Category=Bottom

11940 ; Bottom # Mn DIVES AKURU SIGN NUKTA
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1193A " <reserved>

Nasalization signs
1193B $ 𑤻 DIVES AKURU SIGN ANUSVARA
1193C $ 𑤼 DIVES AKURU SIGN CANDRABINDU

Halanta
1193D $𑤽 DIVES AKURU SIGN HALANTA

= sukun
• silences the inherent vowel

Virama
1193E 𑤾 DIVES AKURU VIRAMA

• control character for conjunct production
• also used for producing a ligature of

devowelized consonant and independent
vowel letter

Prefixed nasal sign
1193F 𑤿 DIVES AKURU PREFIXED NASAL SIGN

• used for cluster-initial homorganic nasal

Nukta
11940 $ 𑥀 DIVES AKURU SIGN NUKTA

• modern sign used for extending the
alphabet

Punctuation
11941 𑥁 DIVES AKURU DOUBLE DANDA
11942 𑥂 DIVES AKURU GAP FILLER
11943 𑥃 DIVES AKURU END OF TEXT MARK

Digits
11950 𑥐 DIVES AKURU DIGIT ZERO
11951 𑥑 DIVES AKURU DIGIT ONE
11952 𑥒 DIVES AKURU DIGIT TWO
11953 𑥓 DIVES AKURU DIGIT THREE
11954 𑥔 DIVES AKURU DIGIT FOUR
11955 𑥕 DIVES AKURU DIGIT FIVE
11956 𑥖 DIVES AKURU DIGIT SIX
11957 𑥗 DIVES AKURU DIGIT SEVEN
11958 𑥘 DIVES AKURU DIGIT EIGHT
11959 𑥙 DIVES AKURU DIGIT NINE

This block supports both Evela Akuru and Dives Akuru.

Independent vowels
11900 𑤀 DIVES AKURU LETTER A
11901 𑤁 DIVES AKURU LETTER AA
11902 𑤂 DIVES AKURU LETTER I
11903 𑤃 DIVES AKURU LETTER II
11904 𑤄 DIVES AKURU LETTER U
11905 𑤅 DIVES AKURU LETTER UU
11906 𑤆 DIVES AKURU LETTER E
11907 " <reserved>
11908 " <reserved>
11909 𑤉 DIVES AKURU LETTER O
1190A " <reserved>
1190B " <reserved>

Consonants
1190C 𑤌 DIVES AKURU LETTER KA
1190D 𑤍 DIVES AKURU LETTER KHA
1190E 𑤎 DIVES AKURU LETTER GA
1190F 𑤏 DIVES AKURU LETTER GHA
11910 𑤐 DIVES AKURU LETTER NGA
11911 𑤑 DIVES AKURU LETTER CA
11912 𑤒 DIVES AKURU LETTER CHA
11913 𑤓 DIVES AKURU LETTER JA
11914 " <reserved>
11915 𑤕 DIVES AKURU LETTER NYA
11916 𑤖 DIVES AKURU LETTER TTA
11917 " <reserved>
11918 𑤘 DIVES AKURU LETTER DDA
11919 𑤙 DIVES AKURU LETTER DDHA
1191A 𑤚 DIVES AKURU LETTER NNA
1191B 𑤛 DIVES AKURU LETTER TA
1191C 𑤜 DIVES AKURU LETTER THA
1191D 𑤝 DIVES AKURU LETTER DA
1191E 𑤞 DIVES AKURU LETTER DHA
1191F 𑤟 DIVES AKURU LETTER NA
11920 𑤠 DIVES AKURU LETTER PA
11921 𑤡 DIVES AKURU LETTER PHA
11922 𑤢 DIVES AKURU LETTER BA
11923 𑤣 DIVES AKURU LETTER BHA
11924 𑤤 DIVES AKURU LETTER MA
11925 𑤥 DIVES AKURU LETTER -A

• used as a vowel carrier
11926 𑤦 DIVES AKURU LETTER YA
11927 𑤧 DIVES AKURU LETTER RA
11928 𑤨 DIVES AKURU LETTER LA
11929 𑤩 DIVES AKURU LETTER VA
1192A 𑤪 DIVES AKURU LETTER SHA
1192B 𑤫 DIVES AKURU LETTER SSA
1192C 𑤬 DIVES AKURU LETTER SA
1192D 𑤭 DIVES AKURU LETTER HA
1192E 𑤮 DIVES AKURU LETTER LLA
1192F 𑤯 DIVES AKURU LETTER ZA

Dependent vowel signs
11930 $𑤰 DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AA
11931 $𑤱 DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN I
11932 $𑤲 DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN II
11933 $𑤳 DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN U
11934 $𑤴 DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN UU
11935 $ 𑤵 DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN E
11936 " <reserved>
11937 $ 𑤷 DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN AI
11938 $𑤸 DIVES AKURU VOWEL SIGN O

≡ 11935 $ 𑤵  11930 $𑤰 
11939 " <reserved>
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Figure 1: Inventory of Dives Akuru letters , .. across various lōmāfānu and fatkoḷu (from
Gippert 2013: Table 1). Continued in figure 2.
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Figure 2: Inventory of Dives Akuru letters - .. across various lōmāfānu and fatkoḷu (from
Gippert 2013: Table 1). Continued from figure 1.
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Usage of𑤥 - for ‘type 2’ forms for𑤥 a (red) and aa (blue) in L2.

Usage of𑤀 (red) and𑤁 (blue) in L3.

Usage of𑤥 - for a in G (excerpted from fig. 49).

Figure 3: Specimens of the vowel letters and .
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Usage of the vowel letter𑤂 and the ‘type 2’ form ’i in L2.

Usage of the vowel letter𑤂 in L3.

Usage of the vowel letter𑤂 and the ‘type 2’ form ’i in F6.

Independent form of iwritten using the variant (red) of𑤂 and the ‘type 2’ form ’i (blue)
in Sidi (1959: 16).

Specimen of i in G (excerpted from fig. 49).

Figure 4: Specimens of the vowel letters and .
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Usage of𑤄 in L3.

Shape of𑤄 in F6.

Shape of𑤄 in F8.

Representation of𑤄 as  (blue) and𑤅 as variant  (red) in Sidi (1959: 29).

Specimen of u in G (excerpted from fig. 49).

Figure 5: Specimens of the vowel letters and .
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Usage of𑤆 and the ‘type 2’ form ’e in L4.

Shape of𑤆 in F8.

Shape of𑤆 in F9.

Shape of𑤆 in F11.

Specimen of e in G (excerpted from fig. 49).

Figure 6: Specimens of the vowel letter .
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Usage of𑤉 in L3.

Usage of the ‘type 2’ form of o in F6.

Specimen of o in G (excerpted from fig. 49).

Figure 7: Specimens of the vowel letter .
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Shape of in L1.

Shape of in F12. Compare to (green).

Figure 8: Specimens of .
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Shape of and in L2.

Shape of and in L5.

Shape of and in F6.

Figure 9: Specimens of and .
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The ◌𑤳 (red) and ◌𑤴 (blue) in L4.

The ◌𑤳 written with the later form ◌ in F5.

The ◌𑤳 and ◌𑤴 in F1153 written, respectively, with the forms ◌
and ◌ in dhu and dhū.

Usage of ◌𑤴 in L2.

Figure 10: Specimens of the ◌𑤳 and ◌𑤴 .
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Usage of ◌ in L1.

Usage of ◌ in F8.

Idiosyncratic form � of ◌ in F12.

Usage of◌ in lai in L2.

Figure 11: Specimens of and .
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Usage of in L2.

Representation of the vowel signs a, i, and o with ka in Sidi (1959: 24). The excerpt shows the
syllable ko (green) written with a variant of ◌𑤸 whose right-side element attaches
to the base, similar to the behavior of the ◌𑤱 in ki (blue), which differs from the ◌𑤰

, which does not attach to the base.

Representation of dependent signs for the vowels o and ō in Sidi (1959: 24). The excerpt shows
the syllable ko and bō, both written using the same vowel sign. It suggests that these vowels
were not differentiated by the time of Sidi’s writing. Both vowels may be represented using the
proposed ◌𑤸 .

Figure 12: Specimens of .
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Usage of ◌𑤼 in oṁ̆ in IC 009, upper part (from Gippert 2014: fig. 7b).

Usage of ◌𑤻 in mmaṃ in L1.

Usage of ◌𑤻 in ṇāṃ in IC 009 (from Gippert 2014: fig. 7b).

Figure 13: Specimens of and .
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Usage of ◌𑤽 for marking 𑤬 in the cluster𑤛 sta (blue), and with 𑤛 for
indicating glottal stop using (red) in F9.

.

Usage of ◌𑤽 with𑤥 - for representing ú in uttara in L8.

Usage of ◌𑤽 and ◌𑤳 for writing bu in L3: the former sign occurs in
 bú in dhabúduvú (red) and the latter in in budu (blue).

Usage of ◌𑤽 for marking both the vowel ú and bare consonants in L4. The sign
represents the ú in the word súṭúna (blue) with𑤬 in sú and ṭú. The word gamis (red)
contains a bare s written with as. The word kaḷaveṭ (red) contains word-final ṭ
written as.

Figure 14: Representations of .
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The syllable ňga written using the𑤿 (red) and ṅga written as a conjunct.

𑤐 in the clusters ṅka and ṅga in L5: nārasiṅga (blue), aṅgarāvadhama (blue), and two
instances of laṅka (red).

𑤐 in the conjunct ṅge (red) and𑤿 in the syllable ňsvā in F2.

Figure 15: Representations of the letter .
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The conjunct nyā in L5.

Examples of -ya conjuncts in L3: tya (red) in the name gaghanādītya and dya (blue) in the word rādya.

The conjunct yya in IC 009 (from Gippert 2014: fig. 15, 16).

Figure 16: Representations of conjuncts with -ya.
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Usage of 𑤦 in yā (red) in the word rupiyā in HMK (excerpted from fig. 34; analysis by
Gippert, personal communication, December 2017). Shown for contrastive usage is𑤥 - in the
‘type 2’ forms ā (blue; line 3) and a (blue, line 5).

Figure 17: Representations of the letter .
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◌ repha in the rmma in the name daṛmmānanda (red), and ◌ ra-kāra in tri in triṅśati and śrī
in L2. Also note the old form  of 𑤧 (green).

A syllable which might be interpreted as either pr̥ or pru, in which the is written
as a loop at the terminal of the ra-kāra.

Figure 18: Representations of 𑤧 .

Figure 19: Usage of𑤯 in the syllable zī in vazīru in F1058.
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Usage of the𑤿 in the syllables ňre, ňmi, and ňba in L8.

Usage of the𑤿 in F6, written detached from the letter in ňva, ňvā, ňsa,
ňva, ňdha, ňḍā.

Compare the attached ňsa in L8 (here) with the detached ňsa in F6.

Figure 20: Representations of the .
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Representations of geminate clusters tta and nna in L8. The first tta occurs in uttara (red) as the
ligature (𑤛 +𑤜 ). The second in amattavi (blue) as the touching conjunct𑤛𑤛 (𑤛
+𑤛 ). The nna occurs in onnami (green) as the ligature (𑤟 + 𑤜 ).

The geminate cluster kka represented as ktha in the word dakka’i in F3.

The geminate clusters ssa and vva represented as (𑤬 +𑤥 - ) (red) and (𑤩 +𑤥
- ) (blue), respectively in Sidi (1959: 22).

Figure 21: Representation of geminates using conjuncts.
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‘Touching’ conjuncts in L2, from top: 𑤤𑤤 mma,𑤌𑤌 kka,𑤛𑤌 tka, 𑤎𑤎 rgga,𑤛𑤠 tpa,𑤟𑤟 nna, 𑤤𑤤 rmma.

Comparison of the ‘touching’ conjunct𑤛𑤌 tka and the syllable sequence𑤛𑤌 taka in L4.

Figure 22: Specimens of ‘touching’ conjuncts.
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Usage of the 𑥁 in F1.

Usage of the 𑥁 in F2.

Usage of the 𑥁 in F9.

Figure 23: Usage of the 𑥁 .
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𑥂 at the end of lines in L5.

Usage of the 𑥂 and𑥃 at the end of F2.

𑥂 and𑥃 at the end of F9.

𑥁 , 𑥂 , and𑥃 in F1058.

Figure 24: Representations of 𑥁 , 𑥂 , and𑥃 .
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The word boundary in the phrase avúrodûn ikit written conventionally using “- 𑤂-” ( +
+ ) [red], and using a ‘false conjunct’ “-𑤟𑤂-” ( + ) [blue] in L3.

The word boundary in the phrase avúrodûn ikit written conventionally using “--” ( +
+ ’i) [red], and using a ‘false conjunct’ “-𑤟-” ( + the ‘type 2’ form for i) [blue]

in L5. Compare to the actual conjunct nya in L5 shown in fig. 16.

The word boundary in the phrase vat arṅdha written using a ‘false conjunct’ “-𑤛𑤀-” ( + )
in L2.

The word boundary in the phrase asarakdān eki written using a ‘false conjunct’ “-𑤟𑤆-” ( +
) in L3.

Figure 25: Examples of ‘false conjuncts’
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Figure 26: IC 009: a Vajrayana statue fromMāle (from Gippert 2013: figures 1, 3). The inscription
has been traced in color by Gippert.
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Figure 27: IC 010: a Vajrayana statue fromMāle (from Gippert 2013: figures 2, 4). The inscription
has been traced in color by Gippert.
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Figure 28: L3: ‘Dam̆bidū Lōmāfānu’. Plates 1, 2 of 16. Image from Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 29: L6: Single plate. From Bell 1930: Plate I, “Lómáfánu No. 1”.
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Figure 30: L7: Single plate. From Bell 1930: Plate II, “Lómáfánu No. 2”.
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Figure 31: L8: Single plate (fragment). From Bell 1930: Plate III, IV, “Lómáfánu No. 3”.
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Figure 32: F1: ‘Koḷufuśi Faṭkoḷu’ (from Bell 1929: Plate E and Plate F).
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Figure 33: F6: ‘Hannamīdū Fatkoḷu’ of Muhammad Imaduddin (from Naseema 1999: 30).
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Figure 34: A document of Hajji Muhammad Kalegefanu from Havaru Tinadu in Huvadu atoll writ-
ten in Dives Akuru, Thaana, and Arabic, dated 1346 (c. 1927 ). Image from www.galehiri.
com.
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Figure 35: A lacquer jar with Dhives Akuru inscription from Tuḷādū in Baa Atoll, early 20th cen-
tury. Image courtesy of Xavier Romero-Frias. Photo: Stephan Rebsamen, Bernisches Historisches
Museum.
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Figure 36: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Basic conso-
nant letters (from Sidi 1959: 4). The order follows that of Thaana.
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Figure 37: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Consonant
vowel combination with (from Sidi 1959: 5).
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Figure 38: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Consonant
vowel combination with (from Sidi 1959: 6).
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Figure 39: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Consonant
vowel combination with (from Sidi 1959: 7).
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Figure 40: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Consonant
vowel combination with (from Sidi 1959: 8).
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Figure 41: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Consonant
vowel combination with (from Sidi 1959: 9).
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Figure 42: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Consonant
vowel combination with (from Sidi 1959: 10).
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Figure 43: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Consonant
vowel combination with (from Sidi 1959: 11).
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Figure 44: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Consonant
vowel combination with for representing the Dhivehi long vowel ē (from Sidi 1959:
12).
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Figure 45: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Consonant
vowel combination with for representing the Dhivehi long vowel ō (from Sidi 1959:
13).
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Figure 46: Representation of 18th century Dives Akuru based upon Thaana features: Various alter-
nate forms of letters and some Dives Akuru forms of Thaana sukun letters (from Sidi 1959: 14).
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Figure 47: Specimen of 20th century Dives Akuru in Sidi (1959: 15).
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Figure 48: Specimen of 20th century Dives Akuru in Sidi (1959: 16).
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Figure 49: Wilhelm Geiger’s table showing vowel letters, 2) consonant-vowel combinations for ha,
3) and 4) specimens of ‘dives akuru’ (1919: Plate VII).
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Figure 50: Wilhelm Geiger’s chart comparing ‘dives akuru’ and ‘evēla akuru’ (1919: Plate VI).
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Figure 51: Chart of ‘Early Divehi Akuru’ (from Romero-Frias 2003).
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Figure 52: Chart of ‘Later Divehi Akuru’ (from Romero-Frias 2003).
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Figure 53: Description of evēla akuru (from Naseema 1999: 11).
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Figure 54: Description of evēla akuru (from Naseema 1999: 12).
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Figure 55: Description of evēla akuru (from Naseema 1999: 13).
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Figure 56: Description of evēla akuru (from Naseema 1999: 14).
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Figure 57: Description of evēla akuru (from Naseema 1999: 5).
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Figure 58: Description of evēla akuru (from Naseema 1999: 16).
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Figure 59: Description of evēla akuru (from Naseema 1999: 17).
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Figure 60: Description of evēla akuru (from Naseema 1999: 18).
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Figure 61: Description of dives akuru (from Naseema 1999: 21).
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Figure 62: Description of dives akuru (from Naseema 1999: 22).
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Figure 63: Description of dives akuru (from Naseema 1999: 23).
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Figure 64: Description of dives akuru (from Naseema 1999: 24).
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Figure 65: Description of dives akuru (from Naseema 1999: 25).
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Figure 66: Description of dives akuru (from Naseema 1999: 26).
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Figure 67: Description of dives akuru (from Naseema 1999: 27).
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Figure 68: Description of dives akuru (from Naseema 1999: 28).
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Figure 69: Description of dives akuru (from Naseema 1999: 29).
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Figure 70: Comparison of Dives Akuru and Arabic digits and Thaana letters (from Naseema 1999:
32).
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Figure 71: Comparison of Dives Akuru and Arabic digits and Thaana letters (from Naseema 1999:
33).
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Figure 72: Willmott Christopher’s chart of Maldivian scripts showing Dives Akuru (left) and
Thaana (right) letters (Wilson 1841: 44).
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Figure 73: Wilhelm Geiger’s charts of Maldivian scripts (1919: Plate II).
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Figure 74: Chart showing some characters from ‘old’ and ‘new’ forms of Maldivian writing (from
Faulmann 1880: 155). The ‘old’ forms are Dives Akuru and the ‘new’ are Thaana.
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Dives Akuru Sinhala

𑤀 අ
𑤁 ආ
𑤂 ඉ
𑤃 ඊ
𑤄 උ
𑤅 ඌ
𑤆 එ
— ඒ
— ඓ
𑤉 ඔ
— ඕ
— ඖ

Figure 75: Comparison of Dives Akuru and Sinhala vowel letters.
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Dives Akuru Sinhala

𑤌 ක
𑤍 ඛ
𑤎 ග
𑤏 ඝ
𑤐 ඞ
𑤑 ච
𑤒 ඡ
𑤓 ජ
— ඣ
𑤕 ඤ
𑤖 ට

ඨ
𑤘 ඩ
𑤙 ඪ
𑤚 ණ
𑤛 ත
𑤜 ථ
𑤝 ද

Dives Akuru Sinhala

𑤞 ධ
𑤟 න
𑤠 ප
𑤡 ඵ
𑤢 බ
𑤣 භ
𑤤 ම

- 𑤦 ය
𑤧 ර
𑤨 ල
𑤩 ව
𑤪 ශ
𑤫 ෂ
𑤬 ස
𑤭 හ
𑤮 ළ
— ෆ
𑤯 —

Figure 76: Comparison of Dives Akuru and Sinhala consonants.
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Consonants

D T name

𑤭 ހ

𑤪 ށ

𑤟 ނ

𑤧 ރ

𑤢 ބ

𑤮 ޅ

𑤌 ކ

𑤥 އ

𑤩 ވ

𑤤 މ

𑤠 ފ

𑤝 ދ

𑤛 ތ

D T name

𑤨 ލ

𑤎 ގ

𑤕 ޏ

𑤬 ސ

𑤘 ޑ

𑤯 ޒ

𑤖 ޓ

𑤦 ޔ

 ޕ

𑤓 ޖ

𑤑 ޗ

𑤚 ޱ

Vowels

D T name

— ަ◌

◌𑤰 ާ◌

◌𑤱 ި◌

◌𑤲 ީ◌

◌𑤳 ު◌

◌𑤴 ޫ◌

D T name

◌𑤵 ެ◌

◌𑤵 ޭ◌

◌𑤸 ޮ◌

◌𑤸 ޯ◌

◌𑤽 ް◌

Figure 77: Correspondences between Dives Akuru (‘D’) and Thaana (‘T’), based upon Sidi (1959).
Thaana names are based upon names in the Unicode ‘Thaana’ block.
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Figure 78: Comparison of ‘Evela Akuru’ and ‘Dives Akuru’ with other southern Brahmi-based
scripts (from Naseema 1999: Table no. 16).
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Coat of arms of Maldives (from Wikimedia Commons). The Arabic text on the scroll reads:
al-dawlat al-maḥaldībiyat “State of the Mahal Dibiyat”.

A version of the coat of arms of Maldives in which the Arabic text al-dawlat al-maḥaldībiyat
“State of the Mahal Dibiyat” is replaced with divehi rājje “Republic of Maldives” in Dives
Akuru. According to Xavier Romero-Frias (personal communication, 2011), the modified coat
of arms was proposed by a Member of the Parliament in Māle in 1997–1998 with the ratio-
nale that the Dives Akuru version would better represent Maldivian culture. The proposal was
rejected on the grounds that Arabic reflects the Muslim character of the country.

Figure 79: A proposed coat of arms of Maldives with text in Dives Akuru. Image courtesy of
Xavier Romero-Frias.
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